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ABSTRACT

Building upon our previous seasonal hurricane prediction model, here we develop two statistical models to

predict the number of major hurricanes (MHs) and accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) in the North Atlantic

basin using monthly data fromMarch toMay for an early June forecast. The input data include zonal pseudo–

wind stress to the 3/2 power, sea surface temperature in the North Atlantic, and, depending on the magnitude

of theAtlantic multidecadal oscillation index, the multivariate ENSO index. From 1968 to 2017, thesemodels

have a mean absolute error of 0.96 storms for MHs and 30 units for ACE. When tested over an independent

period from 1958 to 1967, the models show a 22% improvement for MHs and 16% for ACE over a no-skill

metric based on a 5-yr running average. Both the MH and ACE results show consistent improvements over

those produced by three other centers using statistical–dynamical hybrid models and a 5-yr running average

prediction over the period 2000–17 for MHs (2003–17 for ACE) in a simulated real-time prediction. These

improvements vary from 25% to 37% for MHs and from 15% to 37% for ACE. While most forecasting

centers called for a slightly above-average hurricane season in May/June 2017, our models predicted in June

2017 a very active season, in much better agreement with observations.

1. Introduction

The strength of the Atlantic hurricane season, which

runs from 1 June to 30 November every year, can be

measured inmany ways, including the numbers of named

tropical cyclones (wind speeds. 33kt; 1 kt’ 0.51ms21),

hurricanes (.63kt), and major hurricanes (MHs;.95kt),

as well as accumulated cyclone energy (ACE). ACE

is defined as the sum of the squares of the maximum

1-min sustained surface wind speed in knots every 6 h

while the storm is either tropical or subtropical in nature

and at least of tropical storm strength (Bell et al. 2000).

Using multiple metrics listed above allows a more com-

plete picture of a hurricane season. For instance, according

to the historical NHC ‘‘best track’’ hurricane database

(HURDAT2; Landsea and Franklin 2013), while the

1981–2010 averages for the numbers of named storms,

hurricanes, major hurricanes, and ACE are 11.9, 6.4,

2.7, and 106, respectively, the year 2013 saw 14 named

storms (;2 higher than average), 2 hurricanes (;4 less

than average), 0 major hurricanes (;2 less than aver-

age), and an ACE of 36 (;70 units less than average).

Though an inactive year by most metrics, 2013 would

appear to be an active year if judged only by the number

of named storms (14 vs the average of 11.9). As another

example, 2005 had;10%more ACE than 2004, yet 2005

had 28 named storms while 2004 only had 15.

The 2017 North Atlantic hurricane season was a re-

minder of the devastating impacts hurricanes have on

countries, including the conterminous United States,

which did not see any major hurricane landfalls be-

tween Wilma in October 2005 and Harvey in August

2017 (Truchelut and Staehling 2017). This period also

included no hurricane landfalls of any sort between Ike in

2008 and Irene in 2011. Harvey broke the long major

hurricane drought in August 2017 when it made land-

fall as a category 4 storm near Port Aransas, Texas,

producing a deluge with accumulated rainfall exceeding

50 in. in regions from Houston to Beaumont (Blake and

Zelinsky 2018). Irma followed soon after and caused mas-

sive losses in the southeastern United States, with dam-

age estimated with 90% confidence between $37.5 and

$62.5 billion (Cangialosi et al. 2018). Thus, the 2017 North

Atlantic seasonwas the first to feature twomajor hurricane

landfalls over the conterminous United States since 2005.

Early outlooks for the number ofAtlantic hurricanes,MHs,

andACE in 2017 generally significantly underestimated the

observed activity (to be further discussed in section 3).Corresponding author: Kyle Davis, davis7000@gmail.com
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Predicting seasonal North Atlantic hurricane activity

has been done for decades, with the first prediction from

Colorado State University (CSU) issued in 1984 (Gray

1984). Today, the practice has become widely adopted

by many different organizations. Hurricane predictions

are made at several lead times, usually in advance of the

hurricane season (prior to 1 June), at the start of the

hurricane season, and right before the peak activity for

the season (in late July/early August). Currently fore-

casts are typically issued not only for the number of

hurricanes but also for the number of named storms,

MHs, and ACE. Attempts have also been made to

produce long-term forecasts forACEandMHs (Murakami

et al. 2016; Villarini and Vecchi 2013), as well as for many

different variables besides these four (Villarini et al.

2016). Predicting all four metrics accurately—attempted

with hybrid, statistical, and dynamic models—presents a

challenge, even if all four metrics are highly correlated.

For example, Harnos et al. (2017) showed that their

model prediction ranges captured 52% of observed hur-

ricanes, but only 34% of ACE values when their models

were initialized in July. The question is: Canwe develop a

new set of models to improve upon the performance of

existing dynamic and hybrid models in MH and ACE

prediction?

The seasonal hurricane prediction model we de-

veloped, as described by Davis et al. (2015, hereafter

DZR), predicted the number of hurricanes in the North

Atlantic basin with better performance in hindcastmode

than did three statistical–dynamical hybrid models

produced in real time by CSU, Tropical Storm Risk

(TSR; www.tropicalstormrisk.com), and the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)

Climate Prediction Center (CPC). In particular, while

seasonal hurricane predictions for the 2017 season is-

sued by 1 June by these three centers anticipated an

average year with 5–7 hurricanes, our model predicted a

very active season with 11 hurricanes, which agrees well

with observations (10 hurricanes). To provide a more

complete picture of the hurricane season and build upon

the success of our seasonal hurricane number prediction

model, here we expand our work to include two statis-

tical models to predict ACE and MH numbers in the

North Atlantic basin using data through the end of May.

Using a simple linear regression model, we can get a

sense of the relationship between total hurricane num-

bers and both MHs and ACE. If we create a regression

using observed hurricanes to predictMHs andACE for the

same year from 1968 to 2017, we find that the mean abso-

lute error (MAE) is 0.68with a correlation of 0.82 forMHs,

while the MAE is 22 for ACE with a correlation of 0.89.

Hence, knowing only the actual hurricane count for each

year would give us enough information to create a very

accurate model for MHs and ACE, which is reasonable

since MH is a subset of hurricane numbers, and hurricane

numbers typically make up a significant amount of ACE.

Therefore, one straightforward approach to predicting

MHs andACEwould be to develop a linear regression of

MHs and ACE with the predicted hurricane numbers in

DZR. Using this method yields MAEs for MH and ACE

of 1.06 and 33, respectively. Results are very similar (1.08

and 34) if we use the same variables in DZR and adjust

the coefficients to predict MH and ACE (using the same

predictors but changing only the predictands). These re-

sults aremuch better than the no-skill metric based on the

5-yr running average (WMO2008), which has anMAEof

1.4 for MH and 51 for ACE. Obviously, we have to show

that our new models are an improvement over the above

baseline. Section 2 presents the details of our methods,

while section 3 compares our results with the above

baseline and other models.

2. Data and methods

Our new models build upon our total hurricane pre-

diction model as described in DZR. We chose a Poisson

regression following previous studies (DZR; Elsner

and Jagger 2006; Elsner and Schmertmann 1993) for its

ability to model count data. Other options do exist, such

as the gamma distribution employed by Villarini and

Vecchi (2012). Input data from 1968 to 2017 are used.

While ourmodels’ predictions are derived fromdata from

March throughMay, the forecast is typically not available

until about the second week of June as there is a time lag

from when the data are published. However, this delay is

likely to be insignificant as nearly all hurricane activity

occurs after the first two weeks of June (Gray et al. 1993).

To build out our suite of models, our initial hope was

to use the same equation fromDZR sinceMH is a subset

of hurricanes and together generated;90% of Atlantic

ACE from 1981 to 2010. However, upon inspection, we

found that, though the general structure of the model

would remain the same (due to the high correlation

between MH, ACE, and hurricanes), each variable

would need to be changed in one or both of the models

to accommodate the differences inherit to both MH and

ACE. For instance, 83% of major hurricanes from 1967

to 1991 formed from African easterly waves that move

westward across the hurricane main development region

(Landsea 1993), whereas hurricanes that form near the

coastline often do not have enough time or have conducive

conditions to become MHs. ACE, however, though pri-

marily driven byMHs, also includes tropical storms, which

are able to form at higher latitudes and can be a large

driver of ACE in very quiet years. In addition, in using our

model from DZR, we have noticed enhancements that
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need to bemade forMH andACE prediction, particularly

with how we factor in ENSO. Hence, all of these factors

contributed to the use of additional models.

Input data for ourmodels are provided by theAtlantic

Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory (AOML)

using the HURDAT2 dataset, which provides 6-hourly

information on position and intensity for storms back

to 1851 (Landsea and Franklin 2013). We use theMarch–

May (MAM) averaged Atlantic multidecadal oscillation

(AMO) index (Goldenberg et al. 2001), which is the

detrended area-weighted average sea surface temper-

ature (SST) over the North Atlantic, and the MAM-

averaged SST in the tropical North Atlantic using the

NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Tem-

perature (ERSST) version 4 dataset (Smith et al. 2008;

Xue et al. 2003). Additionally, we utilize zonal pseudo–

wind stress (ZPWS) from ICOADS (Smith et al. 2004),

which is defined as the magnitude of the wind multi-

plied by the wind vector in the zonal direction. Finally,

we use the multivariate ENSO index (MEI; Wolter and

Timlin 1993), which is based on six variables over the

tropical Pacific, including sea level pressure, zonal and

meridional directions of the surface winds, SST, surface

air temperature, and total cloudiness fraction of the

sky. We condition the MEI upon the AMO, as is ex-

plained later. The rest of this section will outline each

predictor and the functional form of each model. The

differences from DZR will also be highlighted.

a. Sea surface temperatures

The effect of warm SSTs on hurricane develop-

ment is well known (Palmen 1948; Emanuel 1986).

The warm ocean creates a tremendous amount of

energy that, under the right atmospheric conditions,

fuels storms. Warm SSTs enhance latent and sensible

heat fluxes and are usually associated with lower

surface pressure over the tropical Atlantic, enhanced

midlevel moisture, and reduced vertical wind shear

(Knaff 1997).

Figure 1 shows three main areas where MAM-

averaged SSTs are highly correlated with ACE and MH:

the far North Atlantic, an area off the western coast of

Europe and Africa, and an area off of the coast of

South America stretching across the equatorial Atlantic.

Though these areas have the highest correlations, most of

the North Atlantic has a degree of positive correlation

with ACE and MH, except for a region off of the East

Coast of the United States. This resembles the AMO

pattern as given in Goldenberg et al. (2001), or the first

rotated empirical orthogonal function of non-ENSO

global SST variability. The high correlations in the

tropical Atlantic also resemble the Atlantic meridional

mode (Chiang and Vimont 2004). Using the average

MAM AMO values produces a better prediction for

ACE than using tropical Atlantic area-averaged SSTs.

The AMO may be a better predictor for ACE because

it takes into account the whole North Atlantic, thus

better capturing storms that may form in subtropical

zones or outside of the hurricane main development

region. MH, which is the major driver for ACE, is

predicted using the MAM SSTs in the tropical

Atlantic between 648W–108E and 28–208N, the same as

in DZR, as the area used in the tropical Atlantic also

correlates highly with MH. This is expected since, as

FIG. 1. Statistically significant correlations (p , 0.05) of MAM-averaged SSTs with (a) MH and (b) ACE from 1968 to 2017. Note the

area used for the MHmodel in (a), represented by the box (648W–108E and 28–208N) near the hurricane main development region where

most MHs form. No such area shown in (b) because the AMO index is used.
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already noted, most major hurricanes form from

African easterly waves.

b. ENSO

It has been well documented that El Niño reduces hur-

ricane activity in the tropical North Atlantic through in-

creasedwind shear in theCaribbean and the tropicalNorth

Atlantic (Gray 1984), as well as increased static stability

over the Atlantic main development region (Tang and

Neelin 2004). However, this relationship is not entirely

linear. Figure 2 shows suppressed activity in terms of MH

andACE for every year when the averageMEI during the

peak of the hurricane season (August–October) is greater

than 0.5, and very inactive years when the MEI is greater

than 1.However, once the averageMEI is less than 0.5, the

relationship ismuch less clear. There seems to be a spike in

activity when the average MEI is around zero, but other-

wise there is almost no relationship.

Using the April–May MEI values before the start of

hurricane season from 1968 to 2017, ACE and MEI

correlate very poorly (0.01) with similar results for

MH and MEI (20.03) compared to 20.34 and 20.36,

respectively, for August/September MEI values. This

suggests that the April/May MEI values have limited

ability to predict the MEI values during the peak

hurricane season (which is related to MH and ACE to

a certain degree, as shown in Fig. 2). This is due to

the ENSO springtime predictability barrier, a time

FIG. 2. Relationship between the average peak hurricane seasonMEI values against annual

(a) MH numbers and (b) ACE. TheMEI values fromAugust through October were used.

Activity is noticeably suppressed when the averageMEI is above 0.5 and even more when

the MEI is above 1. Otherwise, there is very little correlation between MEI and

MH/ACE.
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when ENSO undergoes rapid changes (Webster and

Yang 1992). Thus, a better method must be found to

incorporate the effects of the MEI before the start of

hurricane season.

As a starting point, DZR mentioned one way of ap-

proaching this issue: using the MEI only when the AMO

is negative. This approach yielded better statistical re-

lationships as documented in DZR. This was also found

in Klotzbach (2011), who comparedACE andMH by the

phase of the AMO and the sign of ENSO. He stated that,

when the AMO is in its negative phase, background

conditions are less favorable for development, and pro-

hibitive when combined with anEl Niño event. However,

when the AMO phase is positive, a weak or moderate

phase of El Niño may not be enough to suppress hurri-

cane activity. DZR’s weakness in applying the ENSO

variable lies in the jump in prediction when the AMO is

very close to zero. For instance, in 2015, despite the po-

tential for the onset of a strong El Niño, the AMO jum-

ped from a small negative value to a small positive value,

leading to the omission of the El Niño effect in our

equation. This caused an overprediction of hurricanes.

Thus, to create a smoother transition in considering

the ENSO effect and to better capture years that show

potential for a strong El Niño–La Niña, we have

implemented a new set of rules as follows:

d When the AMO is,20.18C in May, there is a greater

correlation between MEI and ACE/MH, and thus we

use the April/May MEI directly.
d If the AMO is neutral (between 20.18 and 0.18C,
inclusive), we only use the MEI if its absolute value

is.1, which may signify that a strong event is coming.
d When the AMO is .0.18C, we do not use the MEI,

though a strong El Niño event may yet suppress activity.

Attempts to estimate the strength of the ENSO event at

the start of hurricane season seem to domore harm than

good for our models when the May AMO is .0.18C.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between MH/ACE and

MEI for the three different divisions shown above, as

well as how the relationships change when we im-

plement the above rules. The main improvement here

we have made over DZR is adding a third category

(analyzing the AMO when it is between 20.1 and

0.1). We found this method to work better than using

Pacific SSTs directly or using May wind shear values.

If we only consider years when we use the MEI, the

correlation coefficients of MH and ACE with MEI

FIG. 3. The relationship between April–May MEI and ACE/MH for (a) years when the May AMO is ,20.1,

(b) years when May AMO is between 20.1 and 0.1, (c) May AMO . 0.1, and (d) the new relationship between

AMO and MEI as described in the text. Conditioned in this manner, the correlation between the April–May MEI

and MH (ACE) goes from 20.03 (0.02) to 20.23 (20.48).
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improve to 20.23 and 20.48, respectively, compared

to20.19 and20.24 if we had used the method in DZR.

c. Zonal pseudo–wind stress

We use the ZPWS raised to the 3/2 power, which is

defined as the magnitude of the wind multiplied by the

wind vector in the zonal direction, making it propor-

tional to the surface wind stress (Smith et al. 2004; Zeng

et al. 1998). Because the ZPWS can be either positive or

negative, we raise the absolute values to the 3/2 power

and then multiply it by its original sign, either11 or21.

This variable affects the horizontal and vertical distri-

butions of ocean temperature and correlates highly with

sea level pressure. Low sea level pressure is needed for

hurricane development and is associated with more

midlevel moisture, deeper convection, and less subsi-

dence (Knaff 1997). It is also related to vertical wind

shear (i.e., the vertical gradient of the horizontal wind

vector), which is widely recognized as an important

factor affecting hurricane development over the tropical

Atlantic (e.g., Gray 1984; Gray et al. 1993). However,

vertical wind shear’s memory at the seasonal time scale

is limited. Therefore we chose theMay-averaged ZPWS

(rather than the May vertical wind shear) in DZR and

this study, as wind stress is related to the horizontal

gradient of SSTs and hence has a longer memory.

For our new models, we use theMay-averaged ZPWS

across 258–358N and 878–478W raised to the 3/2 power

(Figs. 4a,b), as the turbulent dissipation rate in the ocean

mixed layer is proportional to the 3/2 power of the wind

stress (Kraus and Businger 1994). The area we use for

our new models is much smaller than in DZR. The area

does not include the Gulf of Mexico, stays north of the

Yucatan Peninsula, goes north to aroundCapeHatteras,

and stretches east about halfway across the Atlantic; all

of which is different from DZR. When we average the

boxed region shown in Figs. 4a and 4b and then raise it to

the 3/2 power, its area-averaged correlation with MH

is 0.25 (significant with p, 0.1), and its correlation with

ACE is 0.37 (significant with p , 0.01).

The use of this new area is partly motivated by the

correlation analysis below. Using August–October NCEP

reanalysis zonal wind shear (WS) (Kalnay et al. 1996),

calculated as the zonal wind difference between 200 and

700hPa, we correlatedZPWS to the 3/2 over the newarea

and that in DZR with these WS values over the Atlantic.

Using the area in DZR yields correlations withWS south

and southeast of the Dominican Republic and Puerto

Rico. On the other hand, using the new area yields

correlations with WS in the same region and farther to

the northeast into the main Atlantic hurricane devel-

opment region as defined by Goldenberg and Shapiro

(1996) (Fig. 4c). This correlation farther north provides

additional information to the model, as WS in the deep

tropics is already picked up by the ENSO variable

(Gray 1984).

Figure 4d shows the correlation between May WS

(from the region shown in the box) andAugust–October

WS. Though May WS over the boxed region in Fig. 4d

does correlate even better with MH and ACE than

ZPWS (Fig. 4c), MayWS does not reduce as much error

in our model. This is likely for the same reason why our

new area works better than that in DZR:WS in the deep

tropics is partly captured by our ENSO variable and

hence is a partially redundant variable.

Figures 4e and 4f shows how ZPWS to the 3/2 is cor-

related with SSTs. This correlation shows a north–south

gradient across the deep tropics to the subtropics over

the Atlantic (Fig. 4e). Higher ZPWS to the 3/2 (relative

to zero, not absolute strength) correlates, in May, with

lower SSTs in the deep tropics and higher SSTs in the

subtropics over the Atlantic, as well as lower SSTs over

the tropical Pacific related to ENSO. In fact, ZPWS

to the 3/2 has a weak negative correlation (20.22) with

the tropical SSTs we use in the MH model. This partly

explains why this variable has an effect on our models:

higher May ZPWS indicates warmer SSTs in the Gulf of

Mexico and subtropics just prior to hurricane season

(Fig. 4e), areas where storms are more likely to form ear-

lier in the hurricane season (though not as likely to become

MHs). The correlation of ZPWS with ACE for June/July

is 0.34, similar to the correlation for thewhole season (0.37).

This may also explain the stronger correlation of this

variable with ACE than MH. By peak hurricane season,

correlations over the Atlantic become weak, but a mod-

erate correlation still exists with theENSO region (Fig. 4f).

d. Functional forms of the ACE and major hurricane
models

Using the variables as defined above, the University

of Arizona (UA) MH model takes on the following

functional form to compute the expected value of

MH using a Poisson regression,

E(MHjx)5 exp(223:601 0:94SST
MAM

1 0:004ZPWS3/2 2 0:28MEIjAMO), (1)

and for ACE numbers,

E(ACEjx)5 exp(4:731 1:81AMO
MAM

1 0:003ZPWS3/2 2 0:32MEIjAMO), (2)

where AMOMAM equals the MAM-averaged AMO in-

dex; SSTMAM equals the MAM SSTs over the region

from 648W to 108E and from 28 to 208N; ZPWS equals

226 WEATHER AND FORECAST ING VOLUME 34



FIG. 4. ZPWS correlated with (a)MH numbers and (b) ACE from 1968 to 2017. The boxes show the area used for the models, 258–358N
and 878–478W, and the gray areas over the ocean represent areas where we do not have data for the full period. The area average of the

boxed area is raised to the 3/2 power. (c) The correlation ofMay area-averagedZPWS as used in (a) and (b) withAugust–October zonalWS.

(d) May area-averaged WS over the boxed area correlated with August–October WS. (e),(f) May area-averaged ZPWS correlated with

May SST and peak hurricane season SST.
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the zonal pseudo–wind stress in May over the North

Atlantic within the area from 258 to 358Nand from 878 to
478W;MEIjAMO equals the MEI conditioned upon the

AMO, as discussed in section 2b; and x is the vector of

these predictors. Note that the coefficients in these two

equations are based on data from 1968 to 2017 and will

be adjusted each year based upon newly available data.

While the above equations are not constrained to inte-

ger values, we round the output to the nearest integer.

TheMHmodel variables contain the following p values:

,0.001 for SSTMAM, 0.066 for ZPWS3/2, and 0.084 for

MEIjAMO, and for ACE all p values are ,0.001.

Because we use different models for MH [Eq. (1)] and

hurricane numbers (in DZR), we need to ensure their

consistency (e.g., avoid a potential prediction of more

MH than hurricanes). Therefore, we compute the ratio

of observed MHs to observed hurricane numbers for

every year since 1968 and take the maximum ratio

(which is 0.66). We then apply this to the predicted

hurricane number from DZR to constrain the predicted

MH value (and take it as the new expected value in the

Poisson distribution). This helps prevent the MH pre-

diction from unreasonably high values.

To find the most parsimonious model, we use Akaike’s

information criteria (AIC) to determine if any variables

should not be kept due to insignificant or redundant con-

tributions to themodel.Aswe experimentedwith theuse of

different combinations of variables, we findEqs. (1) and (2)

have the lowest AIC values (i.e., are most parsimonious).

The two most unique aspects of our models compared

to others include 1) using the AMO and ENSO together

to improve consistency of performance over different

decades and 2) using ZPWS (rather than upper- or

lower-level winds). In contrast to DZR, we have a dif-

ferent treatment of the MEI conditioned by the AMO;

adopt different latitudes/longitudes for box averages of

ZPWS; use the AMO, rather than SST over the tropical

North Atlantic for ACE in Eq. (2); use different methods

to create a probabilistic range (to be explained in section

3); and provide more discussions on the physical basis of

our selected predictors.Most importantly, comparedwith

other centers that combine their statistical models with

state-of-the-art dynamic seasonal prediction models, can

our statistical models [Eqs. (1) and (2)] using observa-

tional data from March–May outperform their hybrid

models in predicting MH and ACE from June to

November? This will be addressed next.

3. Results

Figure 5 compares our predicted MH numbers and

ACE with observations from 1968 to 2017. The corre-

lation is 0.65 for MH (significant at p , 0.01) and 0.75

for ACE (significant also at p , 0.01). Our MH model

has a mean average error (MAE) of 0.96, which is 80%

of the standard deviation of the year-to-year variation in

observed MH, and for the ACE model, an MAE of 30,

or 66% of the standard deviation of observed ACE.

These results improve upon those (1.1 forMH and 33 for

ACE) using the baselinemodel established byDZR (see

section 1). In fact, using our new ACE model to predict

hurricane numbers like DZR (after adjusting the co-

efficients) does yield a small improvement (MAEof 1.46

vs 1.60 hurricanes in DZR). Comparing again to the

baseline model, from 1968 to 2017, our new model per-

forms better in MH prediction in 13 years, the baseline

outperforms in 7 years, and their performance is the same

for the other 30 years. Results are similar for ACE,

with the new model performing better four more times

(vs 132 75 6 more times for MH). The newmodels also

have lowermaximum errors (3 vs 4 forMH, 117 vs 133 for

ACE). The better performance over the baseline model

represents the value of our new models over DZR.

Figure 5 also shows that our models capture the de-

cadal trends in both MH and ACE. Looking specifically

at the MH model, it captures the general trend of low

year-to-year variation pre-1995 with no years having

more than three MHs, except 1969. After 1994, there is

significantly more variation in the observed MH num-

ber, which ourmodel generally follows. OurACEmodel

shows similar trends, with less variation in ACE before

1995 than since 1995.

The forecast range can be explored using the Poisson

distribution with a mean and variance of the predicted

values from Eqs. (1) and (2) and defined as the differ-

ence between the 75th and 25th percentiles. This range is

3.0 on average for MH and captures the observed value

78% of the time. In contrast, the range based on the 61

standard deviations of the model prediction errors is

3.8 on average and captures approximately 86% of the

observations.

For ACE, the range based on the 25th and 75th per-

centiles of the Poisson distribution is 14 on average and

captures only 22% of the observations. One way to ad-

dress this issue is to use the negative binomial distribu-

tion. This distribution gives nearly the same mean

predictions as the Poisson distribution in Eq. (2) but the

prediction range based on the 25th and 75th percentiles

captures 48% of the observations with an average range

of 55. The range based on61 standard deviations of the

prediction errors using the Poisson distribution captures

the observations 48% of the time with an average range

of 53, results that are nearly the same as those based

on the negative binomial distribution. Therefore, to be

consistent with the hurricane and MH prediction, we

still use the Poisson distribution for the ACE prediction
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in Eq. (2) with the prediction range based on the standard

deviations of the prediction errors.

Next we use a leave-one-out approach as in prior

studies (e.g., Kim and Webster 2010) to compare our

results with a no-skill metric based on the 5-yr running

average prediction (using the most recent 5 years of

observed MH or ACE as the prediction). This method

uses all data for the period (1968–2017) with the ex-

ception of the year being predicted. A prediction is then

made for the year left out, and this process is followed

for every year in the period. It should be noted this

method artificially increases skill (DelSole and Shukla

2009) since all years were used to develop the original

model. Figure 5 shows that for the UA MH model, the

MAE is 1.1 using this method versus 1.4 for the 5-yr

running average (representing a 21% improvement),

and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 1.6 versus

1.8 (an 11% improvement). We see greater improve-

ments over the 5-yr running average prediction for ACE

with an MAE of 33 for our model versus 51 for the 5-yr

running average (representing a 34% improvement),

and an RMSE of 43 versus 62 (30% improvement).

Again, using a leave-one-out approach and compar-

ing our results with the complete history of CSU’s June

predictions for both MH and ACE (www.tropical.

colostate.edu/forecast-verification; not with CSU’s cur-

rent models), we see promising results. The MAE from

1990 to 2017 for MH is 1.5 for CSU versus 1.3 for UA, and

for ACE, using years 1984–2017, the MAE is 49 for CSU

versus 35 for UA.

To provide the most unbiased assessment of our

model possible, we use our model to predict both MH

numbers and ACE using data not used to create nor

train the model. We tested the model’s skill on 10 years

of data, from 1967 to 1958, predicting backward as if in

real time (e.g., using data from 1968 to 2017 for pre-

diction in 1967, from 1967 to 2017 for 1966, etc.). It

should be noted that in the late 1950s and early 1960s,

FIG. 5. Hindcast vs observedMH numbers andACE from 1968 to 2017. The predictions from

the leave-one-out approach (LOO) are also shown.
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there may be a slight underestimate in ACE and MH

before the availability of weather satellites (Vecchi and

Knutson 2011).We then compare the results of a no-skill

5-yr running average (using the average MH and ACE

results of the years 1968–72 to predict for 1967, for ex-

ample).We see encouraging results, with ourMHmodel

producing an average error of 1.4 for the period, com-

pared to the no-skill metric’s 1.8. Similarly for ACE, our

MAE of 39 is smaller than the no-skill metric’s 46. Thus,

our model performed better than the no-skill metric for

years not used to select variables.

We also compare the results of our models with a di-

verse group of entities, including a university (CSU), a

private company (TSR), and a government agency

(NOAA, http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/outlooks/

hurricane-archive.php). Using data available from 1968

only up to the year predicted as if it was a real-time pre-

diction,wedo a comparison for bothMHandACE(Fig. 6).

Our MH model shows an improvement over all other

models with an MAE of 1.06 from 2000 to 2017 (Fig. 6a),

varying from a 25% improvement over NOAA to 37%

over the 5-yr running average. Similarly theUAmodel also

has the lowest MAE of the five models evaluated for ACE

when comparing years from 2003 to 2017, with anMAE of

41 (Fig. 6b). This represents an improvement from 15%

over TSR to 37% over the 5-yr average. Note that we do

expect some inflation of skill using this method since those

years were used to choose the variables for our models.

Also, these results do not necessarily reflect the models

these organizations currently use, but compare with what

they used at the time when the forecasts were released.

Finally, as a test in real-time prediction, for the 2017

and 2018 hurricane seasons, we issued a forecast in early

June using theMH andACEmodels to complement our

annual hurricane number prediction based on DZR,

though the MH and ACEmodels were slightly different

from those presented here for the 2017 forecast (we

believe the adjustments made to the model used in 2017

will enhance the model to perform better on average).

Seasonal hurricane predictions for 2017 issued in early

June bymany forecasting centers called for an average to a

slightly above average year. For example, the predicted

MHnumbers were two (CSU), three (TSR), and from two

to four (NOAA). We made a public prediction of six

major hurricanes in early June 2017 using our models as

constructed at the time, and if we used the UA model in

this paper predicting with data from 1968 to 2016, our

prediction would have been four. In fact, for MH (and

ACE, discussed later), the UA models predicted higher

activity than about 20 groups that submitted Atlantic

forecasts online (http://seasonalhurricanepredictions.org/)

in 2017.There were six MHs observed in 2017. In 2018, we

predicted two major hurricanes using the same model

shown in this paper, which agrees exactly with observa-

tions. This was identical to the accurate May/June pre-

dictions of CSU and NOAA, with TSR predicting one.

However, this year (2018) was special in that theMay/June

predictions were better than the July/August predictions

updated later by these groups, as all centers except for

UA (we do not issue an August prediction) lowered

their predictions.

We also made a similar prediction for ACE in early

June 2017 and 2018. TSR predicted an ACE of 98, CSU

predicted 100, and NOAA predicted between 69 and

143 for 2017. The early version of the model from which

we issued the forecast predicted an ACE of 181 and the

UA model presented here would predict 177, signifi-

cantly higher than the other groups on the same sea-

sonal prediction website just mentioned. We observed

226 units in 2017. For 2018, we predictedACE of 96, and

129 units were observed, meaning an error of 33, very

similar to the average error of 30 for our model. Once

again, our prediction for ACE was nearly identical to

the May/June predictions from CSU and NOAA, with

TSR substantially lower at 43. However, like MH, this

year (2018) was unique in that the July/August

FIG. 6. A comparison of (a) MH number predictions (from 2000 to 2017) and (b) ACE predictions (from 2003 to

2017) from TSR, CSU, NOAA, UA, and the 5-yr running average baseline. The coefficients in the UAmodel were

determined with data only available up to the time of prediction to best simulate a real-time result.
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predictions from these centers were worse than their

May/June predictions.

4. Conclusions

Building on our previous seasonal prediction model

for North Atlantic hurricane numbers, we have devel-

oped two new statistical models to predict both MH

numbers and ACE each year, using data from March to

May, for the North Atlantic basin. These models use

SSTs, ZPWS to the 3/2 power, and the MEI conditioned

on the AMO. The similarities to, and differences from,

DZR have also been highlighted.

Compared with observations from 1968 to 2017, our

models have anMAEof 0.96 storms and 30 units forMH

and ACE, respectively. These results beat the baseline

model, which employs a linear regression of MH and

ACE with our predicted hurricane numbers from DZR,

demonstrating the value of our models over a simple

extension of DZR for hurricanes. When compared to

other centers using statistical–dynamical hybrid models,

including TSR, CSU, and NOAA, our models perform

better from 2000 (or 2003 in the case of ACE) through

2017 in terms of MAE in hindcast mode. For MH, our

model’s improvements vary from 25% over NOAA to

37% over the 5-yr running average. For ACE, the

improvements vary from 15% over TSR to 37% over

the 5-yr average. For the 2017 hurricane season, while

NOAA, CSU, and TSR called for an average to a

slightly above average year with their early June out-

looks, we predicted a very active hurricane season, in

much better agreement with observations. Our models

also performed well for theMH and ACE prediction for

the 2018 Atlantic hurricane season.

While the results using our observation-based statis-

tical models are better than those based on hybrid

models, this does not imply that the hybrid modeling

approach itself is not good. In fact, with continued

improvement in global dynamical seasonal prediction, vari-

ous methods still need to be explored to innovatively com-

bine statistical models with dynamical prediction models.

We are currently working in this direction, which will also

allow us to issue forecasts at different times of the year.
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